
 
 

Class- 5 Sample Questions 

 

Section 1: Grammar 

This section assesses the English Grammar skills. This is how meanings are encoded into 

wordings in the English language.   

 

Observe the picture and answer the questions that follow: 

 

 
The Pet Shop 

 

Answer the following two questions by looking at the picture above: 

1. The dog is _____________ with his pup 
a. Stand 
b. Standing 
c. Stood 
d. Standard  

2. The little girl is ____________ and enjoying her visit 
a. Sad 
b. Saddest 
c. Happy 
d. Happiest 

 
 

3. Choose the correct meaning of the given idiom to call in 
a. To call someone to a place 
b. To ask someone for consultation 

Test Instructions:  

1. This is a sample paper with 10 questions only. 

2. The World English Olympiad will be conducted on any internet connected device. 

3. The World English Olympiad will be conducted using an adaptive assessment tool.  

 



 
c. To make a call to some place 
d. All of the above 

 

4. What does ‘Like a fish needs a bicycle’ mean? 
a. The most useful thing for the fish 
b. The most happening thing for someone 
c. If someone needs something, they do not need it at all 
d. The modern fish probably might need one bicycle 

 

5. Change from Active to passive: My friend asked me “Did you see the cartoon show on television 
last night?” 

a. My friend asked me whether I saw the cartoon show on television last night 
b. My friend asked me if I have seen the cartoon show on television the earlier night. 
c. My friend asked me whether I had seen the cartoon show on television the earlier night 
d. My friend asked me did I see the cartoon show on television the last night 

 

Section- 2 Reading Skills 

Reading skills is the ability of an individual to read, comprehend and interpret written words 

on a page of an article or any other reading material.  

The questions will be of Multiple Choice types for comprehension/paragraph related 

questions. 

 

6. Read the following sets of conversation and report them (choose the correct option): 

Doctor: “Tell me what is wrong with you” 

Patient: “I am worried about my future” 

Doctor: “I will give you a year’s treatment. It will be at Rs. 1,000 per month. 

Patient: That takes care of your future but what about my future? 

The doctor asked the patient; (a) _____________  

telling about his illness the patient (b) ____________ his future.  

 

a.  

i. What was wrong with me? 

ii. What was wrong with him? 

iii. What wrong with him was? 
iv. What wrong with me was? 

 

b.     

i. Was worried about his future 

ii. Was worrying about his future 

iii. Was worrying about my future 

iv. Had worried about his future 

 
 

Section- 3 Writing Skills 

Writing skills are an important part of communication. Good writing skills allow you to 

communicate your message with clarity and ease to a far larger audience than through face-to-

face or telephone conversations. 

After Sadako died, her classmate decided to make a monument in the _____________. 7. (peace / 

piece) Memorial Park. For this the student began to _____________ 8. (raise / race) funds. 

 



 
 

Section-3 Listening Skills 

Listening Skills is the ability to pay attention to and effectively interpret what other people are 

saying.  

The question in the listening section will be a recorded audio. The student will listen to the 

paragraph and answer the question that follows- 

Long ago, there lived an accomplished sage Dronacharya. He also excelled in archery. All the princes 

were taught by him. Eklavya, a poor ordinary boy also wanted to be Drona’s pupil but Drona refused to 

teach him. 

9. Drona was a good archer. 

a. No   

b. Yes   

c. No sufficient information  

d. May be 

10. When Eklavya wanted to be Drona’s pupil, Drona ___________ to teach. 

a. accepted  

b. refused  

c. overwhelmed   

d.  No sufficient information 

 

ANSWER KEY 

1. B 2. C 3. D 4. C 5. B 6. a-(ii) 
b- (i) 

7. 
peace 

8. raise 9. B 10. B 

 

 


